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Abstract

Objective: Use of computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations to measure the

changes in upper airway geometry and aerodynamics during (a) an episode of

Exercise-Induced Laryngeal Obstruction (EILO) and (b) speech therapy exercises com-

monly employed for patients with EILO.

Methods: Magnetic resonance imaging stills of the upper airway including the nasal

and oral cavities from an adult female were used to re-construct three-dimensional

geometries of the upper airway. The CFD simulations were used to compute the

maximum volume flow rate (l/s), pressure (Pa), airflow velocity (m/s) and area of

cross-section opening in eight planes along the vocal tract, separately for inhalation

and exhalation.

Results: Numerical predictions from three-dimensional geometrical modeling of the

upper airway suggest that the technique of nose breathing for inhalation and pursed

lip breathing for exhalation show most promising pressure conditions and cross-

sectional diameters for rescue breathing exercises. Also, if EILO is due to the

constriction at the vocal fold level, then a quick sniff may also be a proper rescue inhala-

tion exercise. EILO affects both the inspiratory and the expiratory phases of breathing.

Conclusions: A prior knowledge of the supraglottal aerodynamics and the corre-

sponding upper airway geometry from CFD analysis has the potential to assist the cli-

nician in choosing the most effective rescue breathing technique for optimal

functional outcome of speech therapy intervention in patients with EILO and in

understanding the pathophysiology of EILO on a case-by-case basis with future

studies.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Exercise-induced laryngeal obstruction (EILO) also called vocal cord

dysfunction/paradoxical vocal fold motion, is a term that is now being

used to describe a condition where there is episodic reversible nar-

rowing of the laryngeal/supralaryngeal structures during exercise.1

EILO has been reported to predominantly affect the inspiratory phase

of the breathing cycle; however, the exact pathophysiological mecha-

nisms responsible for EILO are unknown.2

Management of EILO requires a multidisciplinary approach

involving direct exercises to maintain an open airway.3–6 Behavioral

intervention provided by speech-language pathologists, targeted

toward exercises that result in an adequate upper airway opening dur-

ing inhalation are the mainstay of treatment in individuals with EILO.

A variety of breathing techniques such as quick sniff (QS) nasal

breathing,7 panting,8 abdominal breathing,9 pursed-lip breathing,10

and bi-phasic inspiratory breathing10 have been reported to achieve

an “open throat breathing”/“vocal fold opening” in literature.

However, physiological studies quantifying the degree of vocal fold/

supraglottic opening and aerodynamic characteristics resulting from

the various breathing techniques are lacking.

Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations have been applied

to understand the airway anatomy and physiology of airway obstruc-

tions resulting from obstructive sleep apnea and subglottal

stenosis11–13; to simulate surgical conditions of airway,14–16 to evalu-

ate and treat upper airway collapse during exercise in race

horses17–19; and to simulate vocal fold adduction digitally and evalu-

ate changes in inspiratory flow.20 To the best of our knowledge, simi-

lar techniques have not been applied to the selection of management

strategies for EILO or to investigate the pathophysiology of an actual

EILO event.

Studies utilizing CFD simulations in airway research have concen-

trated either on evaluating only inhalation,21–23 exhalation,24 or inves-

tigating phonation as a special case of exhalation.25,26 Though useful,

these do not provide a realistic picture of breathing which is a contin-

uous cycle. Furthermore, several CFD simulations have concentrated

on the airway up to the nasopharynx,12,23 neglecting the entire nasal

and oral cavities, or even completely focused on the bronchial bifurca-

tion region27 and region from the lower mandibular plane.24 Some

studies have also transformed the geometry of the airway into an arti-

ficial straight row of cylinders with realistic diameters,25,28 while other

studies used the actual airway geometry.11,12,23,24,27 In this study, we

utilize the entire upper airway geometry including both the nostrils

and mouth up to the subglottal level below the vocal folds to simulate

the aerodynamic characteristics during breathing exercises and an

EILO event.

During typical breathing, the relationship between the upper air-

way geometry and airflow/pressure during inhalation and exhalation

is predictable. Based on the Bernoulli principle, in EILO it has been

proposed that a narrow cross-section area of the laryngeal/

supralaryngeal structures results in greater air velocity compared to

the tube of a greater diameter. This, in turn, results in negative relative

pressures in the constriction and a greater risk of airway collapsing,

which creates temporary obstruction.29 It has been postulated that

the breathing exercises for EILO should attenuate the “early high

velocity” stage of inspiration to prevent increased airflow and collapse

of structures in the laryngeal inlet.2 However, the relationship

between the upper airway geometry and airflow/pressure during

inhalation and exhalation in EILO during various exercises has not

been explored. The aim of this preliminary study is to use a CFD

model of the human upper airway to:

1. Evaluate the relationship between area, volume flow rate, and

pressures during rest breathing, panting, pursed lip breathing, QS,

and deep nose breathing to address the question: which breathing

exercise results in greater opening at the vocal folds and supraglot-

tal areas without causing excessive volume flow rate and

pressures?

2. Evaluate the relationship between area, volume flow rate, and

pressures during EILO with stridor.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Data collection

A 47-year-old vocally healthy female underwent magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) of the vocal tract. The MRI was obtained for the follow-

ing six experimental tasks: rest breathing (nose only), deep mouth

breathing/panting (mouth only), pursed lip breathing (PLB) (mouth

only), EILO with stridor on inhalation (mouth only), QS (nose only),

and deep nose breathing (nose only).

The MRI scan was performed on a Siemens 3T Prisma scanner

with a 64-channel head coil at the Imaging Research Facility of

Indiana University, Bloomington. A Turbo spin-echo pulse sequence

with BLADE trajectory and restore pulse was used to achieve

high resolution and short scan time while mitigating motion

artifacts. The acquisition parameters were: Field of view = 320 mm;

TR/TE = 5500/109 ms; Matrix = 320 � 320; Number of slices = 50;

Slice thickness = 2 mm; Flip angle = 90�; Bandwidth = 363 Hz/pixel;

Turbo factor = 28; Grappa acceleration factor = 2; Concatenation = 2.

The image resolution is 1 � 1 � 2 mm3. The total scan time was

2:03 min for each task.

The time-varying airflow rate (mL/s) from the Phonatory Aerody-

namic System (6600 PENTAX Medical, Montvale, NJ) was used as the

input flow for the CFD simulations. The study was conducted as per

Indiana University Institutional Review Board requirements of

informed consent.

2.2 | Numerical simulation

Numerical methods: The flow simulations were carried out with the

CFD software STAR-CCM+ (Version 2020.2, Siemens PLM Software,

Plano, TX, USA) assuming incompressible flow conditions. The turbu-

lence flow was simulated based on the unsteady Reynolds-averaged
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Navier–Stokes equations in combination with the SST (shear stress

transport) k–ω model. The pressure-correction pressure-implicit with

splitting operators algorithm was used to solve the pressure–velocity

linked equations non iteratively. An algebraic multigrid method with a

Gauss–Seidel relaxation scheme was applied to solve the final linear

system of equations.

Geometry: The vocal tract geometries were segmented from the

MRI scans with 3D Slicer version 4.10.1.30 For tasks with closed mouth

(e.g., nose breathing, QS, and deep nose breathing), the oral cavity was

not segmented, as the transition coming from the supraglottal region

was mostly blocked by the tongue. The segmented geometries of the

vocal tracts were imported into STAR-CCM+ and a polyhedral volume

mesh with a base size of 0.5 mm was created, resulting in grids with

0.7–0.9 million cells, depending on the presence of the oral cavity.

Boundary conditions: The vocal tract walls were defined as solid

walls with no-slip conditions. The opening toward the lung was

defined as a mass flow inlet (as the lung physiologically drives the flow

in the vocal tract) while the mouth opening, if present, and the nostrils

were defined as pressure outlets. In the cases of mouth-only breath-

ing, the nostrils were also defined as solid walls. The dynamic viscosity

of air was specified as ν = 1.8551 � 10�5 m2/s and the density of air

constant at ρ = 1.18415 kg/m3 as the Mach number is Ma <0.3.31

The time step was set to 10�5 s. For the input flow from the lungs,

the actual transient flow measured from the Phonatory Aerodynamic

System (6600 PENTAX Medical, Montvale, NJ) for the experimental

conditions over six full breathing cycles (inhalation and exhalation)

was utilized. The signal was low-pass filtered with a butterworth filter

of second order and a cut-off frequency of 200 Hz to produce a

smooth input signal for the simulation. At the beginning of the simula-

tion, the flow was kept constant for 0.3 s to initialize the flow field.26

Computed parameters: The volume flow rate (l/s), pressure (Pa),

and velocity magnitude (m/s) were measured along the flow direction

in the nasopharyngeal, oropharyngeal, supraglottal, epiglottis, glottal,

and subglottal planes, as well as in the nostrils (separately for left and

right nostrils) and mouth opening (Figure 1). The demarcation of the

various planes in the computed geometry was done in consultation

with a laryngologist from the Indiana University Health Voice Center.

Each of the six cycles was partitioned into an inhalation and exhala-

tion phase at the zero crossing of the flow. The parameters were com-

puted as follows: In each cycle for each time step, the mean values

were computed over each plane. The resulting inhalation/exhalation

curves were averaged over the six cycles. From there the maximal

absolute values, and mean cycle values (including standard deviations)

were taken for inhalation and exhalation. Plane areas (mm2) were

computed based on the MRI images.

F IGURE 1 Reconstructed three-dimensional geometry of the
upper airway depicting the planes where parameters were computed.

F IGURE 2 Area (mm2) across
the six different anatomical
planes for the six experimental
conditions: tasks: nose breathing
(NB), deep mouth breathing
(DMB), pursed lip breathing (PLB),
simulated exercise-induced
laryngeal obstruction with stridor
(EILO-S), quick sniff (QS), and
deep nose breathing (DNB).
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TABLE 1 Maximum volume airflow
rate (L/s) during inhalation and exhalation
across the eight different anatomical
planes for the six experimental tasks:
nose breathing (NB), deep mouth
breathing (DMB), pursed lip breathing
(PLB), simulated exercise-induced
laryngeal obstruction with stridor
(EILO-S), quick sniff (QS), and deep nose
breathing (DNB).

Maximum volume flow values [L/s] for inhalation

NB DMB PLB EILO-S QS DNB

Nose right + left �0.162 na na na �0.844 �1.418

Mouth na �1.856 �0.593 �0.507 na na

Nasopharyngeal �0.162 0.000 0.000 0.000 �0.842 �1.416

Oropharyngeal �0.162 �1.855 �0.591 �0.508 �0.844 �1.417

Supraglottic �0.162 �1.854 �0.592 �0.506 �0.844 �1.417

Epiglottis �0.162 �1.852 �0.592 �0.505 �0.843 �1.415

Vocal folds �0.162 �1.842 �0.589 �0.506 �0.842 �1.413

Subglottic �0.162 �1.856 �0.592 �0.509 �0.843 �1.416

Maximum volume flow values [L/s] for exhalation

NB DMB PLB EILO-S QS DNB

Nose right + left 1.537 na na na 0.231 0.655

Mouth na 2.470 1.008 0.719 na na

Nasopharyngeal 0.157 0.009 0.001 0.000 0.230 0.650

Oropharyngeal 0.156 2.463 1.007 0.722 0.230 0.649

Supraglottic 0.157 2.465 1.007 0.718 0.230 0.649

Epiglottis 0.157 2.463 1.007 0.717 0.230 0.654

Vocal folds 0.156 2.447 1.004 0.718 0.230 0.648

Subglottic 0.156 2.462 1.005 0.719 0.230 0.649

Note: “na” means that no value was computed due to experimental condition.

TABLE 2 Maximum pressure (Pa)
during inhalation (negative pressure) and
exhalation across the eight different
anatomical planes for the six
experimental conditions: tasks: nose
breathing (NB), deep mouth breathing
(DMB), pursed lip breathing (PLB),
simulated exercise-induced laryngeal
obstruction with stridor (EILO-S), quick
sniff (QS), and deep nose

breathing (DNB).

Maximum pressure values [Pa] for inhalation

NB DMB PLB EILO-S QS DNB

Nose right �1.2 na na na �274.5 �73.4

Nose left �13.1 na na na �475.4 �239.3

Mouth na �9.0 �286.1 �1.2 na na

Nasopharyngeal �13.1 �225.2 �449.6 �40.7 �414.2 �571.2

Oropharyngeal �20.0 �231.0 �449.3 �42.6 �440.8 �880.7

Supraglottic �19.5 �312.9 �364.1 �37.7 �436.5 �805.4

Epiglottis �23.3 �463.6 �451.6 �72.5 �461.1 �929.5

Vocal folds �27.4 �5414.8 �705.0 �274.3 �543.8 �2099.4

Subglottic �28.2 �5387.7 �688.4 �257.5 �531.7 �2226.4

Maximum pressure values [Pa] for exhalation

NB DMB PLB EILO-S QS DNB

Nose right 0.0 na na na 0.0 0.0

Nose left 0.0 na na na 0.0 0.0

Mouth na 0.0 0.0 0.0 na na

Nasopharyngeal 19.8 676.5 1770.1 151.1 50.9 131.5

Oropharyngeal 20.0 216.1 1611.5 58.6 51.8 144.2

Supraglottic 21.7 25.2 1362.2 52.8 52.1 162.1

Epiglottis 26.8 9.3 1617.9 65.8 53.1 141.9

Vocal folds 27.0 11.7 1522.7 216.3 52.6 161.0

Subglottic 28.9 5422.9 1820.9 489.1 54.3 386.8

Note: “na” means that no value was computed due to experimental condition.
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3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Area (mm2)

Figure 2 shows the area (mm2) across the eight different planes for the

six experimental conditions: nose breathing (NB), deep mouth breathing

(DMB), PLB, QS, DNB, and EILO-S. For the nasopharyngeal plane, the

area is greater for NB. Overall, the vocal fold plane shows smallest areas

followed by the subglottal plane, across all tasks. For the task of NB and

QS, the glottal area is not as narrow as in the other paradigms with the

area being more than 50 mm2 (Figure 2). The task of QS has the largest

area at the vocal fold compared to any other experimental task.

3.2 | Volume flow rate (l/s)

As expected, the volume flow for inhalation is negative due to the

opposite flow direction, compared to exhalation. Based on volume

flow, the experimental tasks can be divided into two groups: maxi-

mum volume flow <1 L/s (NB < EILO-S < PLB < QS) and >1 L/s

(DNB < DMB) (Table 1). During inhalation, the maximum volume flow

is constant across all involved planes within each task. Anatomic

areas that were not involved in the experimental paradigm, like the

nasopharyngeal plane in EILO-S correctly show no airflow volume.

The range of maximum volume flow vary considerably between

tasks; for example, DMB achieved 11 times more volume flow

than NB.

For exhalation, the experimental tasks can be divided into two groups

with maximum flow volume of <1 L/s (NB < QS < DNB < EILO-S)

and >1 L/s (PLB < DMB). Similar to inhalation, these flow relations for

exhalation also have constant maximum values across all nine planes

within each task. The range of maximum volume flow also vary consider-

ably between tasks, whereas DMB again achieves 11 times more maxi-

mum volume flow than NB.

3.3 | Pressure (Pa)

As expected, the relative pressure values for inhalation are negative

(Table 2). Overall, within each task, highest pressure values were

F IGURE 3 Pressure in midsagittal plane during inspiration (I) and expiration (II) at time-step for maximum inhalation/exhalation flow for the
six experimental tasks: nose breathing (NB), deep mouth breathing (DMB), pursed lip breathing (PLB), simulated exercise-induced laryngeal
obstruction with stridor (EILO-S), quick sniff (QS), and deep nose breathing (DNB).
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consistently observed at the vocal fold plane during inhalation and

at the subglottic plane during exhalation (Figure 3); where the

smallest diameters for the volume flow rate are present. For

inhalation, DMB shows highest negative pressure followed by

DNB > PLB > QS > EILO-S at the level of the vocal folds. NB shows

the smallest pressure values (< 30 Pa) across all anatomical planes.

Pressure values show a high range between tasks, with negative pres-

sures for DMB being almost 200 times higher than for NB.

For exhalation, at the subglottic plane, DMB shows again the larg-

est values, followed by PLB > EILO-S > DNB > QS > NB. At the laryn-

geal and the various supraglottal planes, the pressure values were

consistently higher for PLB compared to QS.

For DMB, the highest negative pressure is detected, followed by

DNB. Hence, for these two paradigms, the largest pressure forces act

on the airway boundaries.

3.4 | Velocity (m/s)

For both inhalation and exhalation, within each paradigm, the

velocity is always highest at the vocal fold plane where the

smallest diameter of the cross-section occurs (Table 3, Figure 4).

During inhalation, velocities for DMB are up to 31 times larger

than for NB and for exhalation even 43 times larger at the vocal

fold plane. DMB shows by far the highest velocities during inhala-

tion and exhalation compared to all the experimental tasks. The

maximum velocity values are mainly around the glottic plane

(Table 3), except for NB, where also at the oropharyngeal plane

high values occur.

4 | DISCUSSION

EILO is the current consensus term that is used for conditions also

known as paradoxical vocal fold motion or vocal cord dysfunction,32

due to primary collapse of either the glottal or supraglottal structures

in the airway in response to exercise as a trigger.33,34 EILO is well-

recognized as a distinct entity and a sub-type under the broader term

of inducible laryngeal obstruction (ILO), which represents a subset of

patients with ILO who only develop symptoms of shortness of breath

with exercise,35 and the other sub-category being irritant induced

laryngeal obstruction, where the triggers involve irritants such as

TABLE 3 Maximum airflow velocity (m/s) during inhalation and exhalation across the eight different anatomical planes for the six
experimental conditions: tasks: nose breathing (NB), deep mouth breathing (DMB), pursed lip breathing (PLB), simulated exercise-induced
laryngeal obstruction with stridor (EILO-S), quick sniff (QS), and deep nose breathing (DNB).

Maximum flow velocities [m/s] for inhalation

NB DMB PLB EILO-S QS DNB

Nose right 1.41 na na na 21.39 10.82

Nose left 4.65 na na na 28.16 18.83

Mouth na 3.74 21.63 0.19 na na

Nasopharyngeal 1.15 0.81 0.51 0.00 5.21 12.57

Oropharyngeal 2.65 14.13 6.74 4.72 6.42 21.63

Supraglottic 2.01 18.46 4.59 5.05 5.87 15.73

Epiglottis 1.10 15.67 5.39 7.38 6.10 10.58

Vocal folds 2.90 89.68 19.66 16.54 12.22 45.69

Subglottic 2.61 35.04 15.80 9.54 10.79 28.86

Maximum flow velocities [m/s] for exhalation

NB DMB PLB EILO-S QS DNB

Nose right 2.02 na na na 7.12 6.36

Nose left 4.47 na na na 7.86 10.60

Mouth na 8.27 38.80 0.52 na na

Nasopharyngeal 0.90 7.77 2.42 0.14 1.31 6.29

Oropharyngeal 2.57 22.94 13.41 7.93 1.72 9.75

Supraglottic 1.92 28.94 8.62 7.50 1.58 7.76

Epiglottis 1.23 23.29 10.68 9.53 1.59 7.44

Vocal folds 2.76 118.38 33.37 22.26 3.29 20.85

Subglottic 2.39 37.68 26.05 10.03 2.88 11.32

Note: “na” means that no value was computed due to experimental condition.
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smoke, gas, airborne pollutants, odors, reflux, and so forth.32 In the

current work, CFD analysis provides important insights into the:

(a) impact of the speech therapy exercises and (b) EILO obstruction on

upper airway area and aerodynamics. Another innovative aspect of

this study is that it considers the continuous flow for inhalation/

exhalation and real flow data instead of artificial volume flow rate.

F IGURE 4 Velocity (m/s) in midsagittal plane during inspiration (I) and expiration (II) for the six experimental tasks: nose breathing (NB), deep
mouth breathing (DMB), pursed lip breathing (PLB), simulated exercise-induced laryngeal obstruction with stridor (EILO-S), quick sniff (QS), and
deep nose breathing (DNB). The glottal jet above (expiration) and below (inspiration) the vocal folds are also visible.

F IGURE 5 The 3D view of upper airway. The pressure on the walls of the upper airway during inspiration for the six experimental tasks: nose
breathing (NB), deep mouth breathing (DMB), pursed lip breathing (PLB), simulated exercise-induced laryngeal obstruction with stridor (EILO-S),
quick sniff (QS), and deep nose breathing (DNB).
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4.1 | Which breathing exercise results in greater
opening at the vocal folds and supraglottal areas
without causing excessive airflow and pressures?

For EILO therapy, exercises may be desired that result in an adequate

upper airway opening during inhalation (Figure 2). Furthermore, low

negative or even positive pressure during inhalation may be desired to

avoid collapsing of tissue based on too high relative negative pressure

in the airway (Figure 3, Table 2) and toward the airway walls

(Figure 5). Based on the aerodynamic principle of Bernoulli effect the

narrow the area of the laryngeal/supralaryngeal structures the greater

the air velocity is which in turn results in negative relative pressures

at the location of constriction increasing the risk of an airway collapse

and obstruction.29

Additionally, during exhalation, one might want an exercise that

helps to open the upper airways. This can be achieved by exercises

producing relatively high air pressure during exhalation for a large

continuous region (i.e., avoiding the Bernoulli effect) within the upper

airways. Based on these assumptions the following can be stated from

the findings of this study.

For inhalation, deep mouth breathing seems to be the worst exer-

cise, since it shows the smallest glottal area along with the highest air

volume (Table 1) resulting in highest airflow velocities (Table 3,

Figure 4) and hence largest relative negative pressure in the airway

(Table 2, Figure 3) and on the airway tissue (Figure 5). Nose breathing

seems to be the best inhalation exercise due to little negative pres-

sures and large glottal opening. The other four exercises show worse

pressure conditions in the upper airways than EILO-S (Table 2)

although QS exhibits a larger glottal area than EILO-S (Figure 1). Thus,

it appears that if the EILO is due to the constriction at the vocal fold

level, then a QS may also be a proper rescue inhalation exercise. One

might expect the glottal area for EILO-S to be almost negligible, if not

the smallest possible. However, in this single participant, although the

glottal area for EILO-S was indeed small, it did not approach zero.

Future studies with a large number of participants are needed, to

comprehensively explore the impact of the respiratory cycle and

the glottal area. Additionally, utilizing MRI with retrospective

gating,36 would enable the recording of inhalation and exhalation in

real-time during the MRI scan, providing a more comprehensive

understanding.

For exhalation, PLB seems to be the best exercise, since overall

continuous high air pressure values occur, due to similar large areas of

oropharyngeal, supraglottic and epiglottic planes (Figure 2), keeping

the upper airways open. Other potential exercises may be QS; nose

breathing (large glottal area but small pressure values) and deep

nose breathing (high pressure values but small glottal area). Again,

deep mouth breathing seems to be the worst exercise due to small

glottal area, small pressures at vocal folds, epiglottis and supraglottic

planes, although deep mouth breathing exhibits highest subglottal

pressure values.

It has been demonstrated that EILO could also occur due to con-

striction predominantly at the level of the supraglottics.33,34 For

predominantly supraglottal obstruction resulting in EILO, the findings

of this study suggest that besides PLB during exhalation, also inhala-

tion exercise of QS may be effective due to rather continuous and

large airway area cross sections.

4.2 | Relationship between area, airflow, and
pressures during EILO with stridor (EILO-S)

Compared to normal breathing behavior EILO-S exhibits much higher

volume flows during inhalation (Table 1). This larger inhalation flow

and smaller cross-sectional areas (Figure 2) yield higher flow velocities

(Table 3) and also considerably more negative pressure during inhala-

tion (Table 2) yielding a higher risk of tissue collapsing.

For exhalation, volume flow, air velocity and especially pressure

values are increased for EILO-S. The considerable increase in pressure,

especially at the subglottic and vocal folds planes, indicates a substan-

tially higher effort for exhalation compared to normal breathing.

Overall, the flow volume–pressure relationship (Table 1, Table 2)

at the vocal fold and subglottic planes for EILO-S are much worse

than for normal breathing, that is, there is more pressure for the same

amount of volume flow rate in EILO-S. This confirms findings from

Frank-Ito et al.20 where they simulated a vocal fold adduction digitally

to mimic EILO rather than a person reproducing an episode in this

study.20 Prior studies using animal models have demonstrated a sub-

stantial increase in upper tracheal/subglottal pressures to be linked to

hypocapnia/arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (reduced

PaCO2) and increased laryngeal closure reflex.37,38 The relationship

between reflexive glottal closure and hypocapnia needs to be further

investigated in patients with EILO in future studies. Stridor/noisy

breathing is one of the three most common symptoms (the other two

being shortness of breathy and throat tightness) of patients with

EILO.4,39–41 Not all patients with EILO may present with stridor.

Future studies should empirically evaluate changes in upper airway

geometry and aerodynamics in patients' EILO with and without noisy

breathing.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

This numerical study revealed advantages and disadvantages of

potential speech therapy exercises for EILO and the aerodynamic

characteristics of EILO with stridor. The best rescue exercise appears

to be nose breathing or QS for inhalation and PLB for exhalation. This

numerical study already showed several advantages in investigating

volume flow rate characteristics applying CFD in an EILO attack that

cannot be measured or visualized otherwise. Patient-specific volume

flow rate characteristics can be obtained based on CT/MRI scans in

absence of the patients. However, only one healthy subject was

investigated in this study and hence the findings from actual patients

may be different. Furthermore, simulated EILO-S may not reflect what

happens during unsimulated attack. We plan to recruit patients with
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EILO and use their input flow from exercise for a closer approximation

to reality on an actual EILO attack. Using CFD analysis to select the

most optimal strategy to establish upper airway airflow and under-

stand the pathophysiology of EILO has the potential to greatly reduce

the impact of the disorder and improve functional outcomes in

patients with EILO.
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